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It combines chapters on the general basis of the Union's external action and how it relates to
international law with chapters which further explore EU law and practice in specialised fields of
external action such as the common commercial policy, development cooperation, cooperation with third
countries, humanitarian aid, the enlargement and neighbourhood policies, the external environmental
policy, and the common foreign and security policy, as well as a chapter specifically dedicated to ...
'The Law of EU External Relations: Cases, Materials, and ...
The Law of EU External Relations. Cases, Materials, and Commentary on the EU as an International Legal
Actor. Second Edition. Pieter Jan Kuijper, Jan Wouters, Frank Hoffmeister, Geert De Baere, and Thomas
Ramopoulos. Description. The two years since publication of the first edition of The Law of EU External
Relations: Cases, Materials, and Commentary on the EU as an International Actor have been characterized
by the large amount of case law on the new provisions on external relations, which ...
The Law of EU External Relations - Pieter Jan Kuijper; Jan ...
The Law of EU External Relations: Cases, Materials, and Commentary on the EU as an International Legal
Actor eBook: Kuijper, Pieter Jan, Wouters, Jan, Hoffmeister ...
The Law of EU External Relations: Cases, Materials, and ...
About EU External Relations Law. The first edition of this seminal textbook made a significant impact
on the teaching of EU external relations law. This new edition retains the hallmarks of that success,
while providing a fully revised and updated account of this burgeoning field. It offers a dual
perspective, looking at questions from both the EU constitutional law perspective (the principles
underpinning EU external action, the EU's powers, and the role of the Court of Justice of the EU ...
EU External Relations Law: Text, Cases and Materials ...
The law of the external relations of the European Union is a subject of great importance. The EU
institutions have developed an extensive practice in this area, by concluding many international
agreements, by participating in the work of international organizations, and by legislating and
regulating on matters of external relations.
EU External Relations Law - Hardcover - Piet Eeckhout ...
About Structural Principles in EU External Relations Law. The law and practice of EU external relations
is governed not only by general objectives (Articles 3(5) and 21 TEU and Article 205 TFEU) and values
(Article 2 TEU) but also by a set of principles found in the Treaties and developed by the Court of
Justice, which structure the system, functioning and exercise of EU external competences.
Structural Principles in EU External Relations Law: Marise ...
Series: Studies in EU External Relations, Volume: 16. Editors: Merijn Chamon and Inge Govaere. Despite
the Lisbon Treaty reforming the EU Treaty provisions on external relations, it was argued at the time
of the Treaty’s entry into force that ‘mixity was here to stay’. While this has indeed proven to be the
case, the Court of Justice’s jurisprudence has nonetheless redrawn the contours within which mixity can
thrive and for the first time has confirmed the existence of ‘facultative ...
EU External Relations Post-Lisbon – The Law and Practice ...
2018 - 14 February - CLEER lecture: "EU-Russia Relations in an Era of Sanctions" 2017 - 27 June - CLEER
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Seminar - Refugee crisis and EU cooperation with Mediterranean States; 2016 - 27 June -1 July: 3rd
CLEER Summer School on EU External Relations Law; 2016 - 21 April: Book Launch: Foreign Policy
Objectives in European Constitutional Law
T.M.C. Asser Instituut - Centre for the Law of EU External ...
External relations law of the European Union LWM55 This course is about what the European Union does in
the world. It examines the EU as an international actor in different areas of activity: trade,
development, foreign policy, security and defence.
External relations law of the European Union | University ...
Testimonial of Jens Hillebrand Pohl. As a PhD candidate, the CLEER Summer School on the Law of EU
External Relations was a very rewarding and enriching experience. Academics, practitioners, doctoral
researchers, postgraduate and even undergraduate students from all over Europe and beyond get to spend
a stimulating week at Maastricht University’s beautiful ‘new-old’ campus building in the heart of
Brussels, and entirely immerse themselves in this highly specialised topic.
5th CLEER Summer School on the Law of EU External ...
EU Trade and External Relations Law (LAWS0146) This module examines the law and practice of the EU as
an ever more significant international actor, focusing on EU trade policy and how it interacts with
other areas of its external relations.
EU Trade and External Relations Law (LAWS0146) | UCL ...
'This latest textbook contributing to the field of EU external relations law is unique in that it is
the first such book in the post-Treaty of Lisbon environment to take a wide-angled look on as many
aspects of the growing area as it continues to develop within the legal parameters as set by the
Treaties, and it is suitably placed to become the core text for teaching this expanding EU policy field
…
Eu External Relations Law: Text, Cases And Materials ...
As the European Union’s external action continues to expand and evolve, this raises ever more questions
about how such practice fits within the state-centric system of international law. Some practices in
the EU’s external action have been criticised as examples of ‘European exceptionalism’, in which the EU
receives exceptions from its international partners.
The European Union’s External Action and International Law ...
Centre for the Law of EU External Relations (CLEER) The Centre for the Law of EU External Relations
focuses on the interaction between international law and EU’s legal order, and issues of coherence and
consistency in EU external policy-making and implementation.
Centre for the Law of EU External Relations (CLEER) | EU ...
The External Dimension of EU Private International Law after Opinion 1/13 The essays collected in this
volume critically address some of the main issues concerning the relations of the EU with non-EU
countries and international organisations in the area of private international law, as well as the
impact of these relations on EU legislation dealing with matters featuring cross-border implications.
The External Dimension of EU Private International Law ...
Abstract. The European Union (EU) has made the upholding of human rights an integral part of its
external trade relations and requires that all trade, cooperation, partnership and association
agreements with third countries, including unilateral trade instruments, contain with varying
modalities and intensity a commitment to the respect for human rights.
Utrecht Journal of International and European Law
Overview. Professor Panos Koutrakos joined City University London in January 2013 as Professor of
European Union Law. He is a graduate of the Universities of Athens and London, completed a stage at the
European Commission in Brussels and holds a PhD from the University of Birmingham.
Professor Panos Koutrakos | City, University of London
Since the last time we discussed Nicaragua in this Parliament last December the situation in the
country has not improved. Against a renewed pattern of persecution, harassment and intimidation, the
European Union is following the possible adoption of the “Law of Regulation of Foreign Agents” and the
Special Law on Cybercrimes which could be used to further tighten further the grip over civil society
in Nicaragua.
Nicaragua: Speech on behalf of HR/VP ... - eeas.europa.eu
INTRODUCTION : #1 The Law Of Eu External Publish By Denise Robins, The Law Of Eu External Relations
Cases Materials And the law of eu external relations cases materials and commentary on the eu as
international legal actor 9 april 2018 eu council bibliography gsclibrary foreign affairs international
relations this book offers a
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